This paper deals with the modeling and vision-based control of large-dimension cable-driven parallel robots. Inverse kinematics and instantaneous inverse kinematics models are derived from the elastic catenary cable modeling. These models turn out to be dependent on the pose of the mobile platform (end-effector), on the cable tangent directions and on the cable tensions. In order to control the motion of the robot, a position-based visual servo control is used, where the mobile platform pose is measured by vision and used for regulation. A multi-camera setup and load cells provide the aforementioned desired measurements, i.e., the mobile platform pose, the directions of the tangents to the cables, and the cable tensions. The proposed approach was validated in experiments on the large-dimension cable-driven parallel robot prototype CoGiRo of global dimensions 15 m x 11 m x 6 m (L x l x h). A maximum error of less than 1 cm in position and 0.5 • in orientation was achieved. Moreover, in the case of cable-driven parallel robots larger than the prototype CoGiRo, simulations were conducted in order to assess the influence on the vision-based control of four instantaneous inverse kinematics models.
Introduction
Most existing parallel robots [1, 2] are designed with rigid legs which cannot exceed a certain length. A major drawback of such designs is their limited workspace. Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) are a particular type of parallel robot in which cables connect the base to the mobile platform [1, 3] . Their main advantage may be scalability: Cables with small to very large lengths are easily stored on winch drums allowing one to build CDPRs with a workspace of global dimension ranging from a few centimeters [4] to tens of meters or more [5] . This useful property makes CDPRs good candidates for several applications, e.g., robotic cranes [6] , automated construction systems [7] , aerial camera systems [8] , human-scale force-feedback haptic systems [9] , or large radio telescopes [10, 11] .
The context of the work presented in this paper is the displacement of heavy payloads by means of a CDPR operating at low velocities within a large workspace. Such heavy payload displacements are relevant in a number of applications in the lifting, construction and other heavy industries, where low velocities may be required, or preferred, for safety reasons. Consequently, this work focuses on large-dimension CDPRs whose dynamics is disregarded in their control since quasi-static operation is assumed.
CDPRs have a relatively low positioning accuracy which is often an issue in the aforementioned applications. Sensor-based control, and in particular visual servoing (vision-based control), is one possible means of improving accuracy while another means consists in improving the CDPR modeling used in an open-loop control of the mobile platform pose. On the one hand, vision may be difficult to implement in some industrial environments notably because of possible occlusions and lighting variations. Moreover, it requires the use of one or several cameras and usually of a number of visual targets. Nevertheless, on the other hand, by using direct measurements of the CDPR mobile platform pose in Cartesian space, visual servoing does not fully rely on model-based open-loop calculations to improve accuracy of CDPRs. Hence, robustness to modeling uncertainties and errors, to payload modifications, and to changes in some environmental conditions (e.g. temperature) can be significantly improved. Among other difficulties related to accurate CDPR modeling, cable elasticity, whose modeling and identification is often an issue in practice e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 1 , can notably be avoided. Hence, it is worth investigating the use of visual servoing to accurately control the pose of the mobile platform of large-dimension CDPRs.
In the framework of Cartesian space control, assuming accurate enough cable length estimations, the pose of the CDPR mobile platform can be determined by means of forward kinematics, e.g. [17] . However, the latter is generally difficult to solve especially when the cable mass is taken into account [18] or when some of the cables are slack [19] . For massless cables, forward kinematics can be simplified by using additional information such as an estimation of the mobile platform orientation by means of an inertial measurement unit [20] . Nevertheless, cable length estimation is still required which can be an issue for large-dimension heavy payload CDPRs. An alternative is to use additional passive cables setting up an independent metrology [21] and whose layout is such that the forward kinematics has closed-form solutions but this solution increases the probability of cable collisions and adds constraints to the mechanical design. Cable angle sensors were recently proposed as a means to simplify forward kinematics and were applied to simple CDPRs [22, 23] . Their use for large-dimension 6-DOF CDPRs should be relevant but, to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been reported and is thus an open issue. Overcoming these difficulties, vision allows the replacement of the forward kinematics by a direct estimation of the mobile platform pose obtained by measurements of the positions of visual targets fixed to the CDPR mobile platform.
Vision-based control of CDPRs has been considered in some previous works. In [24] , the authors proposed a robust PD control using adaptive compensation for fully-constrained CDPRs. It was validated on a smallsize low-payload point-mass planar CDPR whose position was measured by a CCD camera. The cables were considered to be massless and inextensible. Using a 3D pose kinematic visual servoing, in which the mobile platform pose is used for regulation, the work reported in [25] confirmed that visual servoing techniques [26] [27] [28] are a good alternative for the control of CDPRs. In [25] , the cables were supposed to be massless and inextensible, a single camera was placed in front of the robot and a pattern was fixed to the end-effector (eye-to-hand configuration). Thereby, the instantaneous inverse kinematic model depends only on the pose of the mobile platform and on some constant (calibration) parameters. Later in [29] , using a motion-capture system, a similar position-based visual servo control was used to ensure an accurate positioning of the mobile platform of the CDPR INCA 6D which has a cubic configuration of 3 m side length. An accuracy of less than 1 mm in position and 1 • in orientation was obtained. In [30] , a camera is used to measure and close the loop on the pose of the mobile platform of a small-size planar fully-constrained CDPR while, in [31] , the camera is combined with three laser sensors to close the loop on the mobile platform pose of a small-size 6-cable suspended CDPR. Recently, [32] contributed an alternative approach to the standard computed torque control and applied it to a small-size planar suspended CDPR with highly flexible cables where pose and velocity feedback was provided by a 500 Hz camera placed in front of the CDPR and an embedded IMU. Along a square reference trajectory of 21 cm × 21 cm, an accuracy of 1.7 mm and 7.8 mrad was obtained. Besides, a camera mounted on the mobile platform of a CDPR was used in [8, 20, [33] [34] [35] . The camera was not used for feedback control purposes in [8, 20, 33] . In [34] , an image-based visual servo control with an eye-in-hand configuration allowed the Marionet-Assist CDPR to grasp and move an object. In a workspace of 4 x 3 x 3 [m], a positioning accuracy of the order of 1 cm was obtained (the orientation was not controlled). [35] reports an experiment with a 4-cable CDPR following a straight line trajectory of two meters. A camera on-board the mobile platform detects lines at known positions in the workspace leading to a mean positioning error of 8.8 mm.
In these previous works and in many other studies devoted to the control of CDPRs, e.g. [30, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , the cables are considered as being straight line segments. A few works investigate the control of largedimension CDPRs [10, [42] [43] [44] but even fewer take cable sagging into account [11, [45] [46] [47] . In fact, in the case of large-dimension CDPRs or of CDPRs designed to handle heavy payloads according to Standards [48] , where a factor of safety is used in the selection of the cable, the cable mass is non-negligible [49, 50] and the cables may sag under their own weight, especially when steel cables are used. The dynamics of CDPRs simulated with lumped mass or continuous mass cable modeling, e.g. [51] [52] [53] , have recently attracted more interests. However, since quasi-static operation is assumed in the present work, the classic elastic catenary cable model [5] is considered in order to take into account the cable mass and elasticity. Because the corresponding inverse kinetostatic problem is difficult to solve in real-time, assuming that the cable sag is relatively small, a simplified modeling of cables of non-negligible mass can be considered [54] . Compared to the use of the full elastic catenary cable model, it leads to a simplified static analysis of large-dimension CDPRs [47, 55] which is of significant interest for real-time control purposes and for vibration analysis [53] .
The overall contribution of the present work is the application of vision-based control to large-dimension CDPRs with sagging cables, aiming at accurate positioning of the mobile platform. Based on the analysis presented in [47, 55] , the cable sagging is taken into account by means of original inverse kinematics and instantaneous inverse kinematics models. These models turn out to be dependent on the mobile platform pose, on the directions of the tangents to the cables at their drawing points and on the cable tensions. In the case of large-dimension CDPRs, it is not conceivable to measure all the needed variables using a single camera so that the proposed vision-based control strategy uses a multi-camera perception system. In the present work, three cameras fixed to the robot base frame were used, providing a wide field of view and an accurate pose estimation. Moreover, by locally observing each cable by means of a stereo pair (two cameras), 3D reconstruction yields the directions of the tangents to the cables at their drawing points. Finally, the cable tensions are obtained by means of force sensors (load cells). Using this multi-camera setup together with a position-based visual servo control, the proposed approach has been validated in experiments on the 6-DOF large-dimension CDPR CoGiRo ( Fig. 1) . A maximum error of less than 10 mm in position and 0.5 • in orientation has been achieved. This contribution is further illustrated in Tab. 1 where several relevant previous works are compared. It can notably be seen that vision-based control of such a large CDPR was never done before and that accounting for the cable mass is not common. Moreover, the relevance of the approach proposed in this paper is supported by the obtained positioning accuracy which, being given the dimensions and the platform and payload mass of the CDPR CoGiRo, are very satisfactory compared to previous works. Indeed, the two previous works on large-dimension CDPRs having a better ratio of accuracy to dimension (last column in Tab. 1) are [11] and [10] . In [11] , an absolute accuracy of 100 mm (versus 10 mm in the present work) has been obtained by means of differential GPS while in [10] , the absolute accuracy is better (1 mm) but at the cost of using very costly equipment 2 . Consequently, compared to the previous works in Tab. 1, the vision-based control approach proposed in the present paper represents the best trade-off between workspace size, relative/absolute accuracy, practicalities and cost.
Let us note that an instantaneous inverse kinematics model and the corresponding vision-based control was already presented in a preliminary work by the authors [56] where it was validated in simulation only. In the present work, the vision-based control strategy has been implemented and validated experimentally on the 6-DOF large-dimension CDPR CoGiRo. In addition to these experiments, the feasibility of the proposed approach on CDPRs larger than CoGiRo is assessed in simulations by comparing performances obtained with various inverse kinematics models. Experimental and simulation results indicate that taking cable sagging into account in the proposed vision-based control allows performances to be improved, especially in the case of very large CDPRs.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, based on the elastic catenary cable model, inverse kinematics models are obtained from a generic expression of the cable unstrained length. In Section 3, the corresponding instantaneous inverse kinematics models are derived. Section 4 is dedicated to the multicamera setup and Section 5 presents the position-based visual servo control. Experimental validations on the large-dimension 6-DOF CDPR CoGiRo are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 presents simulation results where four instantaneous inverse kinematics models are compared. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 8. Table 1 : Comparison to some relevant previous works. The column "cable sagging" (resp. "cable elasticity", "pulley kinematics") reports whether or not sagging (resp. elasticity, pulley kinematics) is used in the CDPR control. The given absolute accuracy values are indicative and one should refer to the corresponding bibliographic reference for details on the meaning of each of these values. The last column (Ratio) gives the ratio of the absolute positioning accuracy to the CDPR largest dimension. 
Elastic Catenary and Inverse Kinematics Models
Several fixed and mobile coordinate frames are used in this paper. The following fixed coordinate frames are first defined.
is the CDPR reference frame as shown in Fig • The cable i reference frame F Ai = (A i , x Ai , y Ai , z Ai ) is fixed to the vertical plane Π i which contains cable i when the latter is in static equilibrium as shown in Fig. 4 . A i is the point wherefrom cable i extends from the CDPR base frame (cable drawing point). Vector z Ai is vertical.
Moreover, the following mobile coordinate frames are also defined.
• F e = (E, x e , y e , z e ) denotes the frame attached to the CDPR mobile platform, where E is the mobile platform reference point. In the orientation of the mobile platform of CoGiRo shown in Fig. 2 , F e has the same orientation as F b .
• Four patterns, each consisting of five visual targets (white points), are attached to the four lateral faces of the CDPR mobile platform. Two of these four patterns are visible in Fig. 2 . The pattern visual target positions are expressed in F m which is another frame attached to the CDPR mobile platform. Note that frame F m is different from frame F e for geometric calibration purposes.
These fixed and mobile coordinate frames are shown in Fig. 3 . In the sequel, j v denotes a generic vector v expressed in frame F j . Fig. 4 shows the profile of cable i with non-negligible mass, where i = 1...k, and k is the number of cables. In static equilibrium, the cable lies in the vertical plane Π i containing the base point y Ai Figure 3 : The fixed and mobile coordinate frames used in this paper.
F b by a rotation of angle γ i around the z axis (z b = z Ai being vertical). Let u i be the unit vector from A i to B i . The angle γ i can be computed as:
As shown in Fig. 4 , a point M i (s i ) on the cable profile has two non-zero Cartesian coordinates x i and z i in frame F Ai . s i denotes the unstrained length of the cable segment between A i and M i so that 0 ≤ s i ≤ l i , where l i is the unstrained length of cable i. Hence, M i corresponds to point A i when s i = 0 and to point B i when s i = l i . The elastic catenary cable model (ECM) [5, 54] is considered in this paper. It accounts for both the cable mass and elasticity. Using the well-known catenary equations (x i (s i ) and z i (s i )) presented in [54] and assuming that the cable elasticity has a little influence on the cable shape, it has been shown in [47] that:
where
Ai ϑ Bix , ρ 0 is the linear mass density of each cable and g the acceleration of gravity
From (2), the following equation can be obtained [47] :
is the cable elastic modulus and A 0 [m 2 ] the cable cross-section area. 
Tangents to the cable profile
The slope of the tangents to the cable profile (Eq. (2)) at points B i and A i (see Fig. 4 ) can be computed using dzi dxi (xi=Bix) = tan(β i ) and dzi dxi (xi=0) = tan(α i ), respectively. According to (2) , one can write:
The angle β 0i between u i and x Ai (Fig. 4) , which is the angle between the cable direction and the horizontal when the cable mass is neglected, can be written as:
Inverse kinematics
The inverse kinematics (IK) calculates the unstrained length of each cable for a given pose of the platform. Using Eq. (3), the unstrained cable length can be calculated by integrating a cable length element to obtain the following expression:
where • O l is the order of the series expansion of dsi dxi , and
• S j = 1 and k p = j 2 if j is an even number, while S j = 0 and k p = j−1 2 if j is an odd number In Eq. (6), both the cable mass and elasticity are taken into account. To the best of our knowledge, the IK given in Eq. (6) is original in the sense that it is a generalization of previously proposed IK solutions and notably the one presented in [47] . In the framework of vision-based control, estimating the cable elongations is not of primary importance to positioning accuracy since the mobile platform pose is measured by vision. The following three particular cases, where cable elasticity is neglected, are thus of interest. These three cases, summarized in Tab. 2, can be deduced from the generic expression (6).
Catenary Model Without Elasticity (CMWE)
When O l = 1 in (6) (first order series expansion), the terms containing the elastic modulus E disappear. Hence, O l = 1 in (6) corresponds to the case where the cable elasticity is neglected and only the cable mass is taken into account. The cable unstrained length expression thereby obtained is consistent with the one in [47] :
Simplified Catenary Model Without Elasticity (SCMWE)
Assuming that the cable sag is relatively small, a simplified modeling of the profile of a cable of nonnegligible mass [54, 55] can be computed. This model consists of a parabolic cable profile equation and can be obtained from Eq. (7) by means of further assumptions as detailed in [47] . Using this parabolic cable profile equation, the cable length is computed as [55] :
, and L i is the length of the straight line segment A i B i .
Straight Line Segment Model (SLSM)
In this case, each cable is approximated as a straight line segment, the mass and elasticity of the cable being neglected (rigid massless cable model). The Taylor series expansion of order 0 of (7) around the expansion point µ i Ai B ix 0 and tan(β i ) tan(β 0i ) gives:
Instantaneous Inverse Kinematics Model
The instantaneous inverse kinematics model (IIKM) of a CDPR establishes the relationship between the mobile platform Cartesian velocity τ e (twist) and the time derivativesl = (l 1 ...l k ) T of the cable lengths. The mobile platform Cartesian velocity (linear and angular velocities) expressed in the fixed reference frame F f is: where j τ i/k is the Cartesian velocity (linear and angular velocities j V i/k and j Ω i/k ) of F i with respect to F k and expressed in F j , whereas j τ i = j τ i/j is the Cartesian velocity of F i expressed in and with respect to F j . Differentiating (6) with respect to time gives:
Three relevant particular cases deduced from the instantaneous inverse kinematics model computed in (11) are given in Tab. 3. The instantaneous models in this table corresponds to the inverse kinematics models given in Tab. 2. The column IIKM in Tab. 3 indicates how matrix N i is calculated for each model.
The time derivatives AiḂ i and Aiθ Bix can be written as:
where, according to the task function formalism [59] , D Bi and D si are called interaction matrices. The expressions of these interaction matrices are given in Appendix A. With these notations, Eq. (11) becomes:
With the usual assumption that the cable length wound on the winch drum of a CDPR is the unstrained cable length, the time derivative of the vector q of the CDPR winch motor rotation angles is linearly related to the time derivatives of the cable lengths vector byq = 1 rcl , where r c is the reduction ratio of the winches collecting the cables. Therefore, the instantaneous inverse kinematics associated with the motor angular velocities is:
where D a is the compound matrix containing the matrices D i , i = 1...k.
A Multi-Camera Setup For Vision-Based Control

Measurement needs
In Section 5, the instantaneous inverse kinematics models introduced in the previous section are used within a vision-based control scheme. To this end, the parameters and variables on which this model depends should be identified in order to figure out the required measurements.
The instantaneous inverse kinematics model (14) depends on f T m , the rigid transformation between the mobile frame F m and the fixed frame F f . f T m is composed of a rotation matrix f R m and a translation vector f t m and defines the pose of the platform. It depends also on the unit vectors f u Ai directing the tangents to the cables at their drawing points and on some constant (calibration) parameters ( e B i , b A i , m T e and f T b ). Additionally, to compute the instantaneous inverse kinematics model (14) , the rotation matrix Ai R b , which depends on the angle γ i defined in (1), needs to be defined. This angle can also be computed using
The knowledge of the angle β 0i defined in (5) is also required. This angle can be computed using the following expressions of the attachment point B i :
where m B i is a constant parameter. The length L i = f − −− → A i B i of the straight line segment between A i and B i and the x-component Ai ϑ Bix of the force applied to the cable at its attachment point B i are also required. L i is straightforwardly obtained by means of m B i , b A i , f T m and f T b . Moreover, Ai ϑ Bix = − Ai ϑ Aix [5] where Ai ϑ Aix is the x-component of the force vector:
where ϑ Ai is the tension in cable i at point A i . In conclusion, apart from the constant coordinates of points e B i and b A i and constant transformations m T e and f T b which can be obtained by calibration (see Section 4.3) or from CAD modeling, the transformation f T m , the unit vectors f u Ai (directing the tangents to the cables at their drawing points) and the cable tensions ϑ Ai are required. In this work, f T m and f u Ai are measured by vision through a multi-camera setup and the tensions ϑ Ai are given by tension sensors as presented in Section 4.2.
Description of a multi-camera setup
This section briefly describes a multi-camera setup installed on the CDPR CoGiRo [60] (Fig. 1 ). The latter is a 6-DOF large-dimension suspended CDPR of global dimensions 15 x 11 x 6 m (length x width x height). Its mobile platform has a 1 m 3 cubic structure connected to winches by 8 cables (two winches at the bottom of each of the four robot posts).
Using an eye-to-hand configuration, three cameras were installed at the top of the robot posts ( Fig. 5 ). Four patterns, each consisting of five visual targets (white points), were attached to the four lateral faces of the cubic mobile platform as shown in Fig. 2 . Thereby, the rigid transformation f T m from the fixed reference frame F f to the mobile frame F m can be found using the three cameras observing the visual A stereo pair A camera to measure the pattern position targets. Since several cameras observe several targets, f T m is computed using mean or average translations and rotations [61, 62] . Most existing CDPRs are designed with cables of small diameters. In the case at hand, the CDPR CoGiRo is driven by steel cables of diameter 4 mm. Then, the sagging cable can locally be approximated as a straight line segment for kinematics analysis. By locally observing each cable near its drawing point A i by means of a stereo pair (a left camera and a right camera), the edges n l i and n r i associated to the line projection in the left image plane and in the right image plane, respectively, can be extracted ( Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) . The intersection of the image plane and the interpretation plane defines the perspective projection of the cable straight line segment L i in the image planes. Thus, the line image projections could be represented by the normal to the interpretation planes n l i and n r i . The direction u Ai for each tangent to the cable at its drawing point can then be computed as:
where the left superscript clj denotes the frame associated to the j th left camera of a stereo pair, j = 1...r c (r c is the number of stereo pairs). As shown in Fig. 5 and 6 , a white panel is installed behind the cables at each top corner of the supporting structure and spotlights are used to ensure an appropriate lighting. It allows the contrast and the visibility of the two cables to be increased and thus allows a proper tracking of the cable straight line segment L i . In the present work, only four stereo pairs (r c = 4) were needed to measure the eight cable directions u Ai since the eight cable drawing points of the robot CoGiRo are organized in four pairs, the two drawing points of each pair being close to each other ( Fig. 6 ). Hence, with the 3 cameras observing the targets attached to the mobile platform, a total of 11 cameras have been used. Point and line tracking and the corresponding numerical computations were performed using ViSP [63] , an open C++ library for visual servoing (Appendix B).
The last required measurements are the cable tensions ϑ Ai . A total of 8 load cells have been used on the robot CoGiRo to estimate these cable tensions. The load cells were installed in the winches. Measurement noises required filtering in order to obtain cable tensions signals usable in the control. While the cable mass between the force sensor location in the winch and the drawing point A i can be neglected, friction in the winch and at the cable drawing points, where eyelets were used, was significant and caused a difference between the measured winch-level cable tensions and the actual cable tensions ϑ Ai .
Calibration process
The first step of the calibration process is to compute the intrinsic parameters of each camera and the extrinsic parameters of each pair of cameras used to measure the eight cable directions u Ai . This step was performed using the Camera Calibration Toolbox in Matlab. Based on a total of 25 images of a planar checkerboard (camera calibration pattern), this tool estimates camera intrinsics, extrinsic, and lens distortion parameters.
The second step of the calibration process is to estimate the constant (calibration) parameters b A i and e B i . These parameters have been obtained from CAD modeling for e B i and from direct laser tracker measurements of the positions of the points A i .
Finally, estimations of the constant transformations m T e and f T b are needed. To this end, a laser tracker was used to accurately measured the CDPR mobile platform pose and, in order to make the calibration process easier, a few mobile platform poses with small rotations were considered.
Vision-Based Control Strategy
Visual servoing is based on the so-called interaction matrix L s which relates the instantaneous relative Cartesian motion τ between the mobile platform and the scene to the time derivative of a vector s [59] : s = L s τ . According to the definition of s, several visual servoing techniques exist [28] : Image-based visual servoing, e.g. [27, 64] , when s consists of features taken directly from the camera image, and positionbased visual servoing, e.g. [65, 66] , when s consists of 3D parameters which must be estimated from image measurements. Let us note that only information from the vision sensors is used to define the well-known interaction matrix L s given in [67, 68] , using m T m * = m T f f T m * . To regulate the error between the current primitive vector s and the desired one s * = 0, the exponential decayṡ = −λs is usually considered. The relationship between s and the end-effector Cartesian velocity m τ m is then given by:
With f τ e = D t m τ m and introducing (18) in (14) the vision-based control (Fig. 8 ) can be expressed as:
and point M is the origin of frame F m . Note that the choice of the cable model used in this vision-based control comes from matrix D a which depends on the matrices N i , the latter being dependent on the cable model according to (11) and Tab. 3.
In the proposed Vision Based Control (VBC), the motor angular velocitiesq are integrated to obtain the desired motor angles q which are the inputs to the low-level control scheme used in Fig. 8 and detailed in Fig. 9 .
It shall be noted that cable tension measurements are notably affected by noise and cable vibrations. However, it is not a critical issue in the present work. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 8 , these measurements are used to compute the current value of matrix D m but are not involved in the feedback loop to compute the current tracking error. Indeed, the feedback loop is closed by means of vector s which is obtained from the vision-based measurement of the platform pose. However, filtering of the cable tensions measurements was essential to avoid unacceptable excessive values and sudden variations of the cable tension signals. It was also noted in Section 4.2 that the presence of friction causes a difference between the measured winch-level cable tensions and the actual cable tensions ϑ Ai but this difference was not an issue in the experiments on the CDPR CoGiRo reported in the next section.
Experimental Results
The experimental results presented in this section concern the Simplified Catenary Model Without Elasticity (SCMWE) and the corresponding VBC strategy. Hence, this VBC does not require the cable longitudinal elasticity to be estimated which is an advantage because of the difficulty of accurately modeling cable elasticity.
For comparison purposes, the classic Joint Space Control (JSC) scheme shown in Fig. 9 is considered. It uses the aforementioned low-level control which consists of a PID controller with gains K i , K p and K d . The measured motor angles q c are compared to the desired ones q which are obtained from the desired mobile platform pose x by means of the inverse kinematics (IK) (Eq. (8)).
Comparison of joint space and vision based control (JSC versus VBC)
To evaluate the proposed approach, the robot CoGiRo is controlled to move a pallet weighing 110 kg-the total mass of the mobile platform (50 kg), the forklift (50 kg) and the pallet is 210 kg. The initial pose, shown in Fig. 2, consists The results of these two experiments are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 where the VBC of Fig. 8 was used. This VBC was implemented with the SCMWE cable model. These figures show that the errors converge from initial Cartesian errors to steady state ones. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 also show the filtered measurements of the cable tensions and of the angle differentials dβ i = β i − β 0i , where the angles β i and β 0i are defined in Fig. 4 . The angle differentials dβ i are small but not equal to zero which confirms that the cables are subjected to a (little) sagging. Moreover, the correspondence between the dβ i and the cable tensions ϑ Ai is consistent as can be clearly seen in Fig. 10 where the tensions in cables 1 and 2 is lower than the others and consequently dβ 1 and dβ 2 are larger. In the evolution of the cable tensions shown in this figure, it can be noticed that the cable tension distribution changes at the end of the trajectory when the mobile platform practically reached its final pose (approximately, at time 200 s). Explaining this change of tension distribution would require further investigation. Note that it did not happen in Test 2 (Fig. 11) . In both Test 1 and Test 2, the cable tensions are small at the very beginning of the trajectory because the forklift attached to the mobile platform initially touches the ground. to the desired one in order to determine the position and orientation errors. In Tab. 4, the errors obtained with the VBC are compared to the ones obtained by using only the simple JSC of Fig. 9 . In the case of VBC, the accuracy results given in Tab. 4 are deemed very satisfactory for such a large-dimension CDPR. As expected, VBC ensures a better accuracy than JSC. Analyzing in more detail the results given in Tab. 4, the maximum error is seen to be -9.9 mm in position and -0.38 • in orientation in the case of VBC. These maximum errors are much larger in the case of JSC, up to -42.1 mm for the position error. Indeed, in the experiment, a heavy payload was attached to the mobile platform and then lifted. In such a situation, the cable elongations are not negligible. In the case of JSC, the cable lengths are indirectly used for regulation but the cable elongations have not been taken into account because of the difficulty of modeling them accurately. Consequently, the positioning accuracy along the vertical axis z b is relatively poor as illustrated in Tab. 4. In the case of VBC, as it can be expected, even if the cable elongations are not included in the modeling (the cable elasticity is disregarded in the SCMWE cable model), the positioning accuracy is improved since the mobile platform pose is measured and used for regulation, with a significant improvement along the vertical axis z b . A third experiment (Test 3) was made without the 110 kg payload so that only the mobile platform and forklift mass (net mass of 100 kg) is suspended on the cables of the CDPR CoGiRo. The initial pose is given by f t m = (−0.084, −2.07, 9. , which corresponds to motion amplitudes of 1.0 m and 14.5 • . The mass suspended on the cables being smaller than the one in Test 1 and Test 2, the cable tensions are also smaller as shown in Fig. 12 . The position and orientation errors for Test 3 are given in Tab. 4. It is apparent that the JSC error along the vertical axis z b obtained in Test 3 (−31.6 mm) is lower than the ones in Tests 1 and 2, which is a direct consequence of the fact that a smaller mass is suspended on the cables. Moreover, similarly to Tests 1 and 2, VBC leads to a globally better accuracy than JSC. It can also be noted from this table that VBC is not sensitive to the carried mass, contrary to JSC where errors in Test 3 (mass of 100 kg) are on overall smaller than those in Tests 1 and 2 (mass of 210 kg).
Comparison of a sagging and a non-sagging cable model
The goal of this subsection is to compare the results obtained with VBC in two cases. In the first case, as in Section 6.1, the SCMWE sagging cable model is used whereas, in the second case, the non-sagging Straight-Line Segment Model (SLSM) is used so that the cable mass is not accounted for. These two cases are Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the Cartesian errors obtained with VBC using the SCMWE and with VBC using the SLSM. In the latter case, the cables are tensed and considered massless and inextensible. Thereby, the instantaneous inverse kinematics model depends only on the pose of the mobile platform and on some constant (calibration) parameters [25] . As shown in Fig. 13 , in both model cases and in both experiments, the Cartesian errors converge exponentially to a final values close to zero. It reflects the property of the VBC where the moving platform pose is measured.
However, two different convergence times can be distinguished. As shown in Fig. 13 , using SCMWE in VBC leads to a faster convergence time than VBC with SLSM. The most significant value of all six convergence times is on the t z value (green curves in Fig. 13 ). As indicated in Tab. 5, the corresponding time difference t between the SCMWE and the SLSM is approximately equal to 1.7 s in Test 4 and to 4.96 s in Test 5. Tab. 5 also shows the mean values of the final error vector norm. These accuracy results are deemed very satisfactory for the proposed VBC based on the SCMWE since a position error of a few millimeters is obtained.
The experiments were performed using 50 Frames Per Second (FPS), 1280 x 1024, GigE cameras, which were sufficient to prove the validity, in quasi-static CDPR operation, of the VBC approach proposed in this paper, which performs at a 20 Hz sampling frequency. While being out of the scope of this paper, let us note that cameras with higher FPS may be used to help achieving a high-speed VBC, as for instance in [32, 69] , and thus to increase the feasible velocities and accelerations of the CDPR mobile platform. It would also require an optimization of the time needed for VBC calculations and for processing of all camera raw images, which took 0.04 s on average on a desktop PC equipped with an Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB RAM, and a GPU GeForce GTX 550 Ti.
The influence of the calibration method
The calibration method in 4.3 used to estimate the constant parameters and transformations is an approximate method. However, it was satisfactory enough for the proposed VBC. In fact, the implemented 3D pose control law depends only on the pose of the mobile platform, which is robust to significant calibration errors. We can evaluate the calibration in view of the results shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 13 . In all cases, the Cartesian errors converge exponentially to a small final errors. If significant calibration errors were made, overshoots and significant steady-state errors would appear, which could be reduced by a more careful calibration [70] . Fig. 10 shows the measurements of the angle differentials dβ i = β i − β 0i , the angles β i and β 0i being defined in Fig. 4 . dβ i is not equal to zero which confirms that the cable profiles are not straight lines segments (sagging). However, the values of dβ i are generally small meaning that the cable sagging is relatively small. This limited sagging in turn justifies the use of the SCMWE in the experiments reported in Section 6. Nevertheless, the small values of dβ i also indicate that the CDPR CoGiRo and/or the diameters of its cables may not be large enough for the cable mass to have a significant influence.
Simulation Results
Cable sagging in the experiments
In fact, as it can be expected, considering three scaled versions of the robot CoGiRo, the angle differentials dβ i = β i − β 0i computed for a given mobile platform pose increase with the dimensions of the robot as presented in the results given in Tab. 6 Consequently, while the experimental results presented in Section 6 show the feasibility and interests of the proposed VBC strategy, the latter may be more relevant for CDPRs larger than CoGiRo or using cables with larger diameters. The latter situation should be the case in many industrial applications where factors of safety have to be used in the design of a CDPR and hence in selecting its cables. As pointed out above, the CDPR CoGiRo may not be large enough to further assess the relevance of the proposed VBC strategy. Hence, since no larger CDPR was available to further test the proposed VBC, a comparison of cable models used in VBC has been done with a simulator of large-dimension CDPRs. In brief, the CDPR is simulated based on kinematics and dynamics models. The equations of motions are implemented by means of Newton-Euler equations of the 6-DOF CDPR mobile platform and of the winches, using appropriately scaled values of the geometric and dynamics parameters of the CDPR CoGiRo. Moreover, the directions of the forces applied by the cables on the mobile platform are computed with (4). Hence, the cable dynamics is neglected but the cable sagging is accounted for (substituting static cable forces at a given mobile platform pose for dynamic cable forces), which is consistent with the quasi-static CDPR operation assumed in this paper. In this simulator, the camera and cable tension measurements are assumed to be perfect and the simulated CDPR is controlled by means of the VBC proposed in this paper. First, the CDPR CoGiRo following the trajectories of Test 4 presented in Section 6.2, where VBC using the SCMWE is compared to VBC using the SLSM, is simulated. The results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 14 and Tab. 5. As can be seen in Fig. 14, where the evolution of the Cartesian errors can be compared, the CDPR mobile platform trajectory produced by the simulator corresponds well to the experiments. Additionally, the results of the simulations of Tests 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 15 . Comparing this figure with Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , it can be seen that the Cartesian errors are very similar confirming the ability of the simulator to reproduce the Cartesian trajectory followed by the mobile platform. However, the cable tensions curves are relatively different. Besides the absence of noise in the simulated cable tension signals, the cable tension values are on overall larger in the experiments than in simulation which can be mainly attributed to the significant friction acting at the winches and at the cable drawing points where eyelets were used. Moreover, even if cables 1, 2, 7 and 8 are seen to be the most tensed in Test 2 both in simulation and in experiment, the cable tension distributions in the simulations are not the same as those in the experiments. These differences in cable tension distributions are not surprising since friction is not included in the simulations and several cable tension distributions are possible in a given pose and along a trajectory [71] . In the simulator, only one tension distribution is calculated by means of a pseudo-inverse (see in Appendix A.2 and in [56] ). Hence, realistic simulation of the cable tensions would require significant further work and is out of the scope of the present paper. Nevertheless, being given the similarities between the trajectories followed by the mobile platform in experiments and in simulations, the simulator can be used to get some insight into the application of the proposed vision-based modeling and control to CDPRs of larger dimensions. Then, a very large CDPR of dimensions 75 m x 98 m x 38.9 m (l x w x h) is simulated by appropriately scaling the dimensional parameters of the CDPR CoGiRo. In these simulations, a comparison of the proposed VBC strategy, when using four different cable models (ECM, CMWE, SCMWE and SLSM) has been made. The ECM consists in using Eq. (6) and (11) with a fourth order series expansion (O l = 4). In the simulations, the VBC is used to make the mobile platform move from the initial pose b E = (0, 0, 0) T The simulation results are shown in Fig. 16 , where the simulation was stopped at 105 s. As expected, the Cartesian errors converge exponentially to small final errors. In the case of the VBC using the CMWE, SCMWE or ECM, compared to that of SLSM, a significantly faster convergence time can be observed ( Fig. 16 and Tab. 7). The best positioning accuracy results (Tab. 7) are obtained with the VBC based on the ECM.
Comparison of models in simulations
Besides, as shown in Fig. 16 , the Cartesian errors using the CMWE, SCMWE and SLSM have overshoots in some curves showing that the ECM should be more appropriate for large-dimension CDPRs than the other models (CMWE, SCMWE, SLSM). Especially in the case of SLSM, due to (simulated) modeling and calibration errors, the instantaneous inverse kinematics associated with the motor angular velocities does not allow, initially, to orient the robot mobile platform in the desired direction. Consequently, overshoots appear in some Cartesian error and velocity curves (Fig. 16 ). These overshoots are however gradually reduced thanks to the VBC which is known to be robust to significant modeling errors [67, 72] .
Conclusion
This paper introduced instantaneous inverse kinematics models and a vision-based control strategy for large-dimension CDPRs displacing heavy payloads in quasi-static operation. The instantaneous inverse kinematics models have been obtained from an original formulation of the inverse kinematics based on the elastic catenary cable model. These models dependent on the mobile platform pose, the cable tangent directions, and the cable tensions. In order to obtain the corresponding measurements, a multi-camera setup in an eye-to-hand configuration has been used together with force sensors. Based on this modeling and measurement means, a position-based visual servo control has been implemented, where the mobile platform pose is measured by vision and used for regulation. This vision-based control has been validated experimentally on the large-dimension CDPR CoGiRo allowing its mobile platform to be accurately positioned without having to estimate the cable elastic characteristics.
The experiments reported in this paper were mainly based on the proposed vision-based control implemented with a non-negligible mass cable model. In the latter, the cable sag is assumed to be relatively small. This assumption proved to be valid in the reported experiments on the CDPR CoGiRo but its validity may be a concern in the case of larger CDPRs, or for CDPRs actuated by cables of larger diameters. Consequently, the proposed vision-based control, implemented by means of four different instantaneous inverse kinematics models, has been applied in simulation to a CDPR significantly larger than the robot CoGiRo. The results of these simulations indicate that for very large CDPRs vision-based control may be reinforced by an accurate sagging cable model to avoid possible overshoots and improve convergence time, which needs to be confronted to real-life experiments.
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